Interactive calendar and map for UNEA 5.2 and UNEP@50
28 February - 4 March 2022
UN in Kenya - Gigiri Complex
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Monday, 28 February
- UNEA 5.2 Opening plenary (CR2)
- National statements (CR2)
- Road to UN oceans conference (CR1)
- Committee of the whole (CR1)
- Decade of restoration (CR1)
- Host Country High Level reception (UN Gigiri)

Tuesday, 01 March
- Committee of the whole (CR1)
- We are all Atlas (CR1)
- National statements (CR2)
- Leadership dialogue +MEAs (CR1)
- Multi-stakeholder dialogue (CR1)
- Post-2020 biodiversity framework (CR1)

Wednesday, 02 March
- High-level segment (CR2)
- Leadership dialogue actions for nature (CR1)
- Towards a global agreement on plastics (CR1)
- UNEA 5.2 closing plenary (CR2)
- Integrated efforts (CR1)

Thursday, 03 March
- UNEP@50 opening ceremony (CR2)
- LAC forum @40 (CR1)
- National statements (CR2)
- UNEP@50 closing ceremony (CR2)
- UNEP@50 central reception hosted by Kenya (UN Gigiri)

Friday, 04 March
- National statements (CR2)
- UNEP@50 looking back (CR1)
- UNEP@50 looking forward (CR1)
- 35 years MEAs (CR1)
- National statements (CR2)
- UNEP@50 multi-stakeholder dialogue (CR1)
- UNEP@50 closing ceremony (CR2)

Visit the live calendar to discover more than 20+ side events such as the Faith for Earth Dialogues, the Global Youth Environment Assembly and the 2nd UNEA Cities and Regions Summit.

90 minutes hybrid events. Streamed live from CR 1 UN Gigiri. Interpretation available in 6 UN languages.
90 minutes hybrid events. Streamed live from CR 1 UN Gigiri in English.
Hybrid format from CR2 UN Gigiri. Interpretation available in-person and streaming in 6 UN languages.
Some are hybrid closed meetings. Only the plenaries of the OECPR are streamed in UN 6 languages.
Hybrid format in the Media Tent UN Gigiri and for registered online media in English only.
National statements and Opening and Closing sessions.
Download the in-person participants guide for additional practical information.